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Abstract

The understanding of knowledge can be impaired if it is isolated from the proper context. Despite the importance of

contextual information, there has been limited support for utilizing context in current knowledge management and collaborative

systems. This paper presents a knowledge context model, called KC-V, which facilitates the use of contextual information in

virtual collaborative work. Four benefits of using KC-V are suggested: evolutionary accumulation of knowledge aligned with

collaborative activities, supporting the virtual team lifecycle, improved understanding by rich navigation paths, and searching

for knowledge with similar context. A web-based collaboration system called VWSS is developed using KC-V.
D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction maps of organizations, or the externalization and cod-
Along with the wide acceptance of the knowledge

management (KM) paradigm in organizational infor-

mation systems, the importance of contextual informa-

tion is becoming broadly recognized. Contextual

information is a crucial component for fully under-

standing knowledge [13,15,27,31,35]. Without proper

contextual information, knowledge can be isolated

from other relevant knowledge resulting in limited or

distorted understanding [9,30,35]. Despite the impor-

tance of contextual information, research so far on

knowledge management systems have focused mainly

on facilitating full-text search, building knowledge
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ification of knowledge [5,16,21,23,37,48,58]. Thus,

one of the key issues in current KM research is how

to facilitate the use of contextual information in KM

systems.

In virtual collaboration environments, the utilization

of contextual information is even more significant for

several reasons. First, since virtual teams are usually

organized for temporal objectives, contextual informa-

tion can be easily lost between the dynamic changes

[34,52]. Second, virtual teams are composed of dis-

tributed groups of people where the communication is

mainly restricted to Internet-based methods, which is a

narrower channel for accumulating context compared

to face-to-face collaboration [20,57]. Third, the tasks of

virtual teams are usually non-routine and knowledge-

intensive, which require a high level of understanding

along with contextual information [51,57].
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Although the importance of context in virtual

collaborative work is obvious, existing research on

virtual collaboration and knowledge management is

deficient in the utilization of contextual information.

The purpose of this paper is to suggest a knowledge

context model for virtual collaborative work (KC-V) to

facilitate the creation, management, and utilization of

knowledge. A web-based collaboration system called

Virtual Workgroup Support System (VWSS) is

designed and implemented based on KC-V. The bene-

fits of using KC-V and VWSS are illustrated with

examples.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2

presents the background of the research by reviewing

related studies on contextual information and virtual

collaborative work. Section 3 describes how KC-V is

modeled and what benefits KC-V can bring to virtual

collaborative work. In Section 4, VWSS is described

along with examples that show how the benefits of

KC-Vare realized. Section 5 presents a discussion, the

summary, and the conclusion.
2. Background of research

2.1. Context and knowledge management

Context has been recognized by many KM

researchers as being a crucial component to improve

the understanding of knowledge. Knowledge is creat-

ed in various contexts and cannot be perfectly under-

stood when isolated from contexts [9,30,31,35].

However, it is observed that most current KM systems

are limited primarily to conventional Database Man-

agement Systems (DBMS), Electronic Document

Management (EDM), data warehouses and data min-

ing tools, and intranet and extranet knowledge portals,

while being deficient in supporting contextual infor-

mation [16,30,37,48].

Existing research on knowledge context can be

classified into two broad categories: context-based

proactive delivery of knowledge, and the capture

and utilization of contextual knowledge. The first

type of research tries to deliver knowledge to users

based on context, e.g. activities, organizational role,

and work outputs. Maus [41], Abecker et al. [1,2],

and Elst et al. [25] presented workflow manage-

ment systems that recommend relevant knowledge
to users based on the process context. Fischer and

Ye [28] showed how relevant software components

can be brought to software engineers depending on

design contexts. In Agostini et al. [3], organiza-

tional context is modeled to provide awareness of

other users’ activities in a shared workspace. The

Watson system by Budzik and Hammond [11]

provides users with related documents based on

users’ job contents such as word-processing and

Web browsing.

In the second type of research, the knowledge

context itself is captured and reused rather than

being used as a tool for knowledge delivery or

discovery [30,35,46,50]. For example, Mittal and

Paris [46] showed how contextual knowledge can

be used for augmenting explanations in expert sys-

tems. In Klemke [35], it is suggested that context

should be utilized as an important knowledge asset

in organizational memories. Goldkuhl and Braf [30]

presented a context model based on action situations

to help people reuse situational contexts to solve

problems. They presented an example from the home

care service where home care assistants use contex-

tual knowledge to help clients in various service

situations.

The existing studies provide implications for mod-

eling context. They show various components of

context models such as activity, organization, and

person. However, because they are oriented toward

different goals such as workflow management sys-

tems, organizational memory, or problem solving, it

is necessary to find out unique characteristics of

virtual collaborative work and to derive a context

model to effectively utilize contextual knowledge in

such environments.

2.2. The knowledge context in virtual collaborative

work environment

A virtual team can be described as a group of

people who interact through interdependent tasks

guided by common purpose working across space,

time, and organizational boundaries using various

communication technologies [38,44,57]. Virtual teams

are project-focused; they are formed when a project

arises, and disbanded when the project is completed

[34,52,57]. Tasks of virtual teams are usually non-

routine and knowledge-intensive [20,38,52,57]. With



Table 1

Characteristics of virtual teams

Characteristics Description Key implications

Project- Project or task focused [52] Possible loss of

based Low team history [57] context information

organizations Temporary and

transient team [34,52]

due to dynamic

changes of

Greater switching

of tasks, roles or

work assignments [20]

organizations

Distributed and

heterogeneous

Physically distributed

members [57]

Limited sharing

of context; loss

teaming Heterogeneity in their

cultural and organizational

background [57]

of context from

inefficiency of

communication

Across space, time,

and organizational

boundaries [38,40,44]

Functionally distributed [20]

Ad hoc collection of

individuals [52]

Non-routine,

knowledge-

Novel and non-routine

tasks [51,57]

Needs for more

thorough

intensive

tasks

Interdependent tasks [38] understanding of

knowledge

Fig. 1. Bridging virtual collaborative work and the knowledge

repository with the knowledge context.
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the advancement of information technology and elec-

tronic business, the importance of virtual collaborative

work has been increasing [36,44].

For non-routine and knowledge-intensive work in

virtual teams, the value of the knowledge context is

clear. The unique characteristics of virtual collabora-

tive work for the design of the knowledge context

model are shown in Table 1.

2.2.1. Project-based organization

Since virtual teams are project or task focused, they

are transient; they are often disbanded or significantly

modified once the teams’ goals are completed

[34,52,57]. Also, there are greater changes of tasks,

roles, or work assignments in virtual teams [20].

Consequently, context information of knowledge

items and skills developed during the collaboration

processes might be lost after the projects are finished,

limiting the understanding of knowledge created by

the virtual teams.

2.2.2. Distributed and heterogeneous teaming

Virtual teams are often comprised of physically

distributed and heterogeneous members. For exam-
ple, in a virtual team for an automobile development

project in a global company, there can be a product

planning team, an engineering team, a design team, a

manufacturing team, and part suppliers from differ-

ent regions and culture [42]. The distributed and

heterogeneous team structure limits the understand-

ing and accumulation of shared knowledge, since

contextual information can be easily lost and harder

to accumulate because of the limited communication

channel and inefficiency of interaction, compared to

face-to-face collaboration.

2.2.3. Non-routine, knowledge-intensive tasks

Many tasks and responsibilities undertaken by

virtual teams tend to be non-routine and knowl-

edge-intensive [57]. This is because virtual teams

are mainly organized for specific and temporal goals

that require a high level of expertise from heteroge-

neous groups of people [20,51]. Thus, the knowledge

generated from work can be diverse, heterogeneous,

and novel. Utilizing knowledge context in such an

environment is more crucial for successful under-

standing of shared knowledge.

It is obvious that the utilization of the knowl-

edge context is essential for knowledge manage-

ment in virtual collaborative work environments.

Therefore, the knowledge context model of this

paper can be a useful tool for knowledge manage-

ment in terms of bridging the gap between virtual

collaborative work and the knowledge repository by

enabling rich creation, accumulation, and efficient

utilization of knowledge (Fig. 1).
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3. The knowledge context model

3.1. Design of the knowledge context model for

virtual collaborative work (KC-V)

Since the goal of this paper is to facilitate the use

of the knowledge context in the creation, accumu-

lation, and utilization of knowledge in virtual col-

laborative work, an operational model of the

knowledge context should be designed. In this

paper, the target of the model is restricted to

supporting project-based and knowledge-intensive

virtual teams.

As shown in Section 2, many studies exist on

context modeling. The components of context models

can be classified into the four categories shown in Fig.

2 [54]. Among the four categories, three compo-

nents—organization, person, and activity—can be

regarded as being critical in virtual collaboration

environments, while the physical circumstance com-

ponent is less significant. Since virtual collaboration

usually accompanies unique forms of organization

and activity, the ‘organizational perspective’ and ‘ac-

tivity perspective’ are added as requirements from the

virtual collaborative work perspective.
Fig. 2. Derivation of the knowledge context model based on extant
A. Organizational perspective

There are two distinctive requirements regarding

the organizational perspective of virtual teams.

First, virtual teams have a unique life cycle: (1)

the organization of teams for temporal goals, (2)

collaboration until the goals are achieved, and (3)

disbanding teams after the goals are satisfied

[34,57]. Thus, knowledge context should facilitate

the creation of virtual teams and the accumulation

of collaboration outputs along with the life cycle

of virtual teams. Second, project-based roles of

virtual team members such as project manager,

activity manager, or ordinary members should be

considered [7] since users can have different roles

in different projects with varying levels of author-

ity and responsibility in creating and utilizing

knowledge.

B. Activity perspective

Activity is used as a key component of context

models in many research studies [1,2,32,41]. How-

ever, an important requirement that is missing in

existing research is that the creation of knowledge

should be naturally aligned with collaborative activ-

ities. That is, planning projects and sub-activities,

Systems 39 (2005) 563–582
research and requirements from the virtual team perspective.
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coordinating distributed members, and gathering ac-

tivity outputs should be integrated with knowledge

creation work, and on the other hand, creation of

knowledge should contribute to the management and

coordination of activities. Otherwise, knowledge can

be isolated from activity contexts and users may

have to put additional efforts in accumulating knowl-

edge. For example, in many knowledge management

systems, storing and retrieving documents is based

on folder-based structures [58], and also, many

collaborative systems provide task management

functions that are separated from document manage-

ment functions [5,24]. The alignment is especially

important in virtual teams where the management

and coordination of activities are performed mainly

by computer-based communication technologies and

most of the knowledge context should be created in

virtual workspaces.

KC-V was designed as shown in Fig. 3. Table 2

presents the description and the key attributes of the

entities in KC-V. The main features of KC-V are

explained in the following.

A. Activity and project. The activity entity plays a

central role in KC-V as in many other context

models. Since one of the major considerations of

designing KC-V is that it should integrate the ‘man-
Fig. 3. The knowledge
agement and coordination of activities’ with ‘knowl-

edge creation’, the entities such as document,

milestone, discussion, and coordination are associat-

ed with the activity entity.

In order to effectively support the management

of activities, a project can have hierarchically

organized activities with due dates and progress

attributes. The project entity also has the lifecycle

status of a virtual team as its attribute. The status

is active when a virtual team is operating and

inactive after the team is disbanded. After the

completion of a project, the whole set of knowl-

edge items and the hierarchy of activities in the

project can be stored as a part of the project

memory along with the knowledge context for

reuse in the future.

B. Coordination and milestone associated with

activity. In virtual collaborative environments, au-

tomated coordination mechanisms are frequently

used for managing and adjusting dependencies

and possible conflicts between collaborative enti-

ties, because communication among actors depends

primarily on Internet-based communication technol-

ogies [38,40,44,52,53]. During coordination pro-

cesses, knowledge assets are created and the

status of an associated activity is changed. The
context model.



Table 2

Description of each entity in KC-V

Entity Description Key attributes

Activity All the activities that are <project>

performed within a project < domain>*

lifecycle. Activities can have < actor>*

relationship with each other due date

in a hierarchical way. progress

Actor Users responsible for carrying <domain>*

out activities of a project with role

different roles. For example,

there can be roles for

members such as project

manager, activity manager,

activity member, and guest.

user_id

Document Various types of documents <actor>

that contain explicit and formal < activity>

knowledge ranging from word-

processed documents to

multi-media files.

physical_document

Milestone Important points of time in an <activity>

activity. A milestone can be < document>

associated with documents

so that creation of a document

for a milestone can automatically

influence the progress of an

associated activity.

progress

Discussion Accumulation of informal and <actor>*

tacit knowledge generated < activity>

by discussions among actors. discussion_content

Domain Domain of knowledge name

category an activity or an

actor belongs to.

description

Project A set of coherent activities and <activity>*

actors for a project. If a project < actor>*

reaches the end of its lifecycle duration

status, it can be stored as

project memory.

lifecycle_status

Coordination An abstraction of the automated <actor>*

coordination mechanisms that < activity>

are frequently used in virtual < document>

collaboration environment. < discussion>

The output of coordination can

generate knowledge items that

can be associated with activities.

message*

< entity> denotes an entity used as an attribute. < entity>* denotes

multiple occurrence of an entity.
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coordination entity in KC-V is an abstraction of

such coordination processes. KC-V associates the

coordination entity with activity and knowledge

item entities so that the knowledge created during

coordination processes can be associated with

activities.
The milestone entity denotes important points of

time in activities. The milestone entity was devised to

link the progress information of activities with knowl-

edge creation, as shown in the links with the activity

and document entities in KC-V. Thus, the milestone

entity also enables natural alignment of knowledge

creation with activity management.

C. Two types of knowledge items: document and

discussion. The design of the knowledge items in

KC-V is based on the widely accepted descriptions

of knowledge such as in Nonaka and Takeuchi [47]

and Davenport and Prusak [16], where knowledge

is differentiated from data and information, and

further categorized into explicit knowledge and tacit

knowledge. In organizations, explicit knowledge is

usually delivered in the form of books or docu-

ments, whereas tacit knowledge is transferred by

communication among persons such as conversa-

tions or apprenticeships [16,59].

KC-V supports the two types of knowledge with

the document and discussion entities, respectively.

The document entity may represent output docu-

ments, interim or final reports of an activity, or

manuals that have formal and explicit form. The

discussion entity, on the other hand, represents

informal and tacit knowledge generated by various

forms of communication between actors.

D. Domains. Activities and actors are associated

with domain entities each of which represents a

specific knowledge category. Domain entities can

be used for finding knowledge items created under

a similar context or searching for experts in a specific

expertise domain.

3.2. Benefits of using KC-V in virtual collaborative

work

Utilizing KC-V in virtual collaborative work can

bring four representative advantages: (1) Evolution-

ary accumulation of knowledge in natural alignment

with collaborative activities, (2) supporting the

virtual team lifecycle, (3) improved understanding

by rich navigation paths, and (4) searching for

knowledge with similar context. The four advan-

tages are described below with illustrations using

the entities and relationships in KC-V.
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3.2.1. Evolutionary accumulation of knowledge in

natural alignment with collaborative activities

KC-V can be used for evolutionary knowledge

accumulation in natural alignment with collaborative

activities. There are several implications: First, when

a vast amount and various types of knowledge are

created during a long period of a project, KC-V can

provide an underlying structure with which the

accumulated knowledge is organized. Thus, as

shown in (i) of Fig. 4, knowledge items can be

placed along with the hierarchy of activities in a

project, which is advantageous over the approaches

where knowledge is stored in separate folders inde-

pendent of activities. This structure is beneficial both

for creating project memory and retrieving knowl-

edge from past projects. Second, ‘creating knowl-

edge items’ can automatically update the status of

activities as shown in (ii) of Fig. 4. In the figure,

milestones are associated with specific progress

points of activities and output knowledge items.

Thus, creating and uploading a document for a

H.J. Ahn et al. / Decision Su
Fig. 4. The knowledge context is used for naturally aligni
milestone can trigger the update of the progress of

the associated activity. Third, ‘coordination of activ-

ities’ can result in the accumulation of knowledge.

As shown in (iii) of Fig. 4, a coordination cycle with

structured messages can create output documents and

discussions, which will be placed in the context of

the associated activity (for details of coordination by

structured messages, see Refs. [17,22,33,56]). In the

example, a coordination cycle for Request Activity

Reports is illustrated where an actor requests activity

reports to another actor. While having conversations,

knowledge items including the reports and conversa-

tions are created in the associated activity.

3.2.2. Supporting the virtual team lifecycle

KC-V can support the virtual team lifecycle as

shown in Fig. 5. In the ‘creation of virtual teams’

phase, the knowledge context can be used to search

for a similar project from the past in the knowledge

repository and create the skeleton of a current

project. In the operation phase, KC-V is used for
ng knowledge creation with collaborative activities.



Fig. 5. The knowledge context facilitates utilization and creatio
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retrieving and navigating through relevant knowledge

and for accumulating knowledge in an evolutionary

way. After the project is finished, the set of knowl-

edge items can be stored as project memory in the

knowledge repository along with the knowledge

context for later use.

3.2.3. Improved understanding by rich navigation

paths

KC-V provides rich navigation paths to users so

that a knowledge item can be comprehensively un-

derstood in relationship with relevant knowledge

items and the knowledge context. As in Fig. 6, a

knowledge item can be retrieved by a user’s query.

Then, using the knowledge context of the knowledge

item, the user can expand the navigation to docu-

ments, projects, activities, projects, and discussions,

which again can be used for further navigation. This

way, the knowledge context makes it much easier to

navigate through the collection of related knowledge,

rescuing the knowledge item from isolation and

improving its understanding.
Fig. 6. The knowledge context enables users to browse
3.2.4. Searching for knowledge with a similar context

The knowledge context can be used to find projects

and activities with similar characteristics. As shown in

Fig. 7, from a project or an activity, users can find

similar projects and activities based on the knowledge

context. This approach can be applied to a wide variety

of business activities where non-routine and unstruc-

tured knowledge incorporated in past projects can be

reused for current projects. For example, in software

engineering projects, the importance of reusing past

software processes and domain knowledge has been

widely recognized [8,12]. The attributes such as do-

main, duration, and participating actors can be used to

find similar projects and activities.

n of knowledge along with the lifecycle of virtual teams.
4. The Virtual Workgroup Support System

4.1. Virtual workspace model

In order to develop the web-based collaborative

system called VWSS, a virtual workspace model
through a large set of relevant knowledge items.



Fig. 7. Unstructured and tacit knowledge in past projects and activities can be reused for current activities.
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was designed by extending KC-V (Fig. 8). The

concept of the workspace was introduced to provide

a place for coherent activities performed in a

project. Thus, workspaces are created for projects

and activities are performed within the boundaries

of workspaces. Users can create workspaces for

projects and can participate in one or more work-

spaces having roles in the projects and activities.

Although the main focus of VWSS is on project-

based collaboration, routine or ad hoc activities are
Fig. 8. The works
also supported. Routine activities are created for

simple and repetitive creation of knowledge, such

as periodical updating of documents. Ad hoc activ-

ities can be created for non-project activities.

Two types of discussion are supported in VWSS.

The first one is threaded exchange of opinions on

electronic bulletin boards denoted as Issue. Issues can

be created in activities or annotated to documents so

that informal knowledge from communication can be

associated with them. The second one is voting
pace model.
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activity that is denoted as Decision. Decision sessions

can be open within activities when needed.

The structure of past projects and activities can be

stored as templates (Workspace template and Activity

template). The templates can be reused to build the

skeleton of a similar project or activity.

4.2. Architecture of VWSS

As seen in Fig. 9, VWSS is basically composed of

two supporting systems, the workspace management

system and the coordination system. The workspace

management system provides functions to manage

contents in virtual workspaces including creation,

copying, moving, and access control of activities and

knowledge items. Structures of projects and activities

can be stored as templates in the template repository so

that users can reuse them in the creation phase of new

virtual teams. All projects are stored in project memory

when finished. The coordination system enables man-

agers of workspaces and activities to coordinate the

collaborative work of users based on structured and

automated messages. VWSS currently supports the

following types of coordination: Request Activity

Reports, Request Activity Execution, Request Activity

Due-date Change, Workspace Subscription Request,

and Request Delegation of an Activity. VWSS also

allows new coordination types to be defined and added

to the system.
Fig. 9. Architecture of the Virtual
4.3. Introduction of the features of VWSS

4.3.1. Activity management

The basic building block of a virtual workspace

is the activity folder: integration of ‘knowledge

management’ and ‘management and coordination

of activities’ (‘activity folder’ comes from this

integration.). Thus, activity folders not only allow

users to store and retrieve knowledge items, but

also enable the management and coordination of

activities. For example, users can upload docu-

ments and create discussions in an activity folder,

while automatically updating the progress of the

activity folder as knowledge items are accumulated.

The milestone and coordination features introduced

in Section 3.2 are also realized in the activity

folder.

In order to facilitate easy manipulation of activity

folders and knowledge items, VWSS provides func-

tions such as copying, cutting, and pasting items in

activity folders. There is also a special type of

activity folder named Recycle that stores deleted

items until they are permanently erased by the

explicit request by users.

Fig. 10 shows an example screen of an activity

folder that contains progress information, due date,

sub activity folders, and authorized members. There

is also a discussion issue ‘Implications of Analysis’,

and a milestone ‘Final Analysis Results’. Normal

Systems 39 (2005) 563–582
Workgroup Support System.



Fig. 10. Activity folder view.
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folders without activity features can also be created for

purely document-oriented purposes as the ‘Survey

Data’ folder.

4.3.2. Document management

Documents in activity folders can be MIME type

documents or URLs, such as word-processed docu-

ments, spreadsheets, graphic images, multi-media

files, or links to HTML pages. Some helpful func-

tions are provided for document management in-

cluding version management, locking and unlocking

of documents, and annotation of individual docu-

ments. With the version management function, users

can upload documents and update version informa-

tion while preserving older versions of documents.

Older versions are not displayed when browsing the

folders, but can be accessed through the links

provided in the latest versions. With the locking

and unlocking functions, users can set or release

locks on documents, which prevent others from

reading, updating, or modifying the documents.

Users can create annotation boards using the issue

feature for individual documents where comments

and ideas on documents can be shared. For users’

convenience, the whole collection of annotations to

a specific document can be transformed to a new

document.
4.3.3. Issues and decisions

On-line discussions (issues) and voting sessions

(decisions) can be associated with activity folders and

documents. Issues are organized in a threaded way.

When posting a reply to an article in an issue, users can

declare their position as positive, negative, or neutral.

These position types are displayed so that users may

monitor the overall status of the issue thread. Users can

also open voting sessions for issues related with a

specific activity. Voting sessions can be one of the

three types: selection from alternatives, five-scale eval-

uation of alternatives, and giving scores to alternatives

between 0 and 100. VWSS allows users to define new

voting sessions by writing questions and alternatives.

The result of discussions and voting sessions can be

stored as text documents when finished.

4.3.4. Multiple views of workspaces

Fig. 11 shows a screen view of VWSS that dis-

plays an overview of a selected workspace. Including

this overview mode, there are six modes associated

with the tabs on top of the screen that show different

views of a workspace: the activity display view,

document browsing view, discussion listing view,

member management view, and calendar view. The

activity display view enables users to browse the

hierarchical activity structure, check due dates and



Fig. 11. Overview screen of VWSS.
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progress of activities, and create or view knowledge

items associated with the activities. The document

browsing view allows users to see VWSS as an

Electronic Document Management (EDM) system

by showing only document-related information in

hierarchical folders. The discussion listing view dis-

plays the whole list of discussions in a workspace,

including all the issues and decisions. The member

management view shows all the members of a work-

space with their activities and roles. Finally, the

calendar view enables users to see all the milestones,

events, and activity schedules in their workspaces.

Users can restrict the scope of the items in the

calendar view by choosing a specific workspace.

4.4. Examples: utilization of the knowledge context in

VWSS

The following provides examples that show the

benefits of the knowledge context realized in VWSS.

4.4.1. Rich navigation paths and improved

understanding of knowledge

The first example in Fig. 12 shows a search result

that lists a set of knowledge items in the knowledge

context of a document called ‘Blueprint of Train

ticketing System.doc’. In ordinary knowledge man-

agement systems, it is difficult to find an extensive set
of relevant knowledge as a result of a query. However,

a search result of a document can show various items

such as actors, activities, activity constraints, and

other related documents in VWSS. From these knowl-

edge items and the context, users can expand their

navigation through the system to retrieve more knowl-

edge items. Users may expand their exploration start-

ing from the related activities or actors of the activity,

or retrieve discussion results created during the activ-

ity. Consequently, users can improve their understand-

ing by easily accessing various knowledge items

relevant to target knowledge.

4.4.2. Knowledge context as a skeleton of project

memory: the finishing phase of the virtual team

lifecycle

Figs. 11 and 12 also show how knowledge and its

context are organized along with activities. Because

activity folders can represent the hierarchical struc-

ture of projects allowing creation of knowledge

items, the structure of activity folders can be directly

used as a skeleton of project memory, which is

beneficial for users. Consequently, various attributes

of projects such as due dates and participants and the

extensive set of knowledge items such as output

documents and discussions can be organized in a

way that effectively supports the reuse of the mem-

ory later when similar projects are performed.
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4.4.3. Creation of workspaces using the structures of

past projects: the creation phase of the virtual team

lifecycle

Fig. 13 shows an example of workspace creation.

In this example, a new workspace for the ‘Knowl-

edge Management Survey Project in Government

Sponsored Research Centers’ is being created. At

the bottom of the screen, there is a list of eight

workspaces whose domain attributes are either

‘knowledge management’ or ‘survey research’. Then,

the user can choose the ‘Research Survey on Group-

ware Technology Acceptance’ workspace as a frame-

work for organizing the project at hand. This will

copy the structure of the activities in the template

automatically into the current project. Before choos-

ing a specific template, users can click the links of

the templates to see the overview of the templates, as

shown in Fig. 14.

4.4.4. Alignment of knowledge creation with activities

Fig. 15 shows how responding to a coordination

message can contribute to creation of a knowledge item

Fig. 12. Example knowl
in an activity. In this example, a user replies to a

message in a ‘Request Activity Reports’ coordination

cycle with an attached document that will be placed in

the associated activity. In this way, exchanging coor-

dination messages for adjusting dependencies and

conflicts in activities are naturally accompanied by

knowledge creation in the relevant place along with

the knowledge context.

Fig. 16 shows an example of uploading a docu-

ment to a milestone. Once the document is uploaded

and the milestone is marked finished, the progress of

the activity is increased to 20%: the progress contri-

bution of the milestone. Hence, as knowledge items

are accumulated in an activity, the progress status of

the activity can also be updated accordingly.

4.4.5. Finding knowledge items with similar contexts

Fig. 17 is a search result that shows a list of

workspaces and activities whose domain coincides

with a given activity and a workspace. In this case,

the given activity belongs to the ‘Requirement Anal-

ysis’ domain and the containing workspace belongs to



Fig. 13. Creation of a workspace using the structure of a past project.
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the ‘System Development’ domain. Based on the

search result, users can further explore the activities

and workspaces to retrieve other documents with

similar characteristics, and find persons with experi-

ences for similar subjects.
5. Discussion and conclusion

5.1. Discussion

The significance of this paper can be summarized as

follows: First, it has shown why utilizing knowledge

context is crucial in virtual collaborative work by

reviewing related research on both context and virtual
collaboration. Second, a knowledge context model

named KC-V was designed to facilitate the use of

knowledge context in virtual collaborative work. The

model was derived from context model components

and requirements from virtual team characteristics.

Third, a web-based collaborative system VWSS was

implemented based on the knowledge context model.

The benefits of using KC-V were illustrated with

example usages of VWSS.

For the evaluation of KC-V and VWSS, Table 3

shows a comparison of VWSS with representative

collaboration support systems, commercial work-

group environments, and context-aware collabora-

tion systems. The comparison was based on the

following three perspectives: knowledge manage-



Fig. 14. Preview of a template structure.
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ment, activity management and coordination, and

context support. In the knowledge management

perspective, VWSS enables accumulation of knowl-

edge in an activity-driven way compared with
Fig. 15. Answering a coo
folder-based approaches in many other systems. It

also enables the reuse of past project structures in

current projects as a skeleton of knowledge accu-

mulation. From the activity management and coor-
rdination message.



Fig. 16. Uploading a document to a milestone.
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dination perspective, VWSS is advantageous over

other systems in that it supports the natural align-

ment of management and coordination of activities

with knowledge creation. From the context support

perspective, the table shows that VWSS enables

context-based searches and rich navigation paths for
Fig. 17. Searching with
knowledge items, while other systems are deficient

in providing the knowledge context, resulting in

potential isolation of knowledge.

There are clear implications of KC-V and VWSS

for e-business, because the distributed collaboration

of virtual teams is becoming essential for global
context similarity.



Table 3

Comparison with other systems

Dimensions Systems

Collaboration Support System Commercial Workgroup

Environment

Context Aware Work Environment VWSS

BSCW

[5,6,10]

eRoom

[4,5,26,29]

QuickPlace

[5,29,49]

TeamSCOPE

[32]

Microsoft

Outlook [45]

Lotus Notes

[39]

TOSCA &

GroupDesk

[3]

Virtual

Office

[1,2,25,41]

Watson

[11]

Knowledge

management

Knowledge

accumulation

structure

Folder-

driven

Folder-

driven

Folder-

driven

Folder-

driven

Folder-

driven

Folder-

driven

Folder-

driven

(GroupDesk)

Workflow-

driven

– Context-

driven

Keyword

search

o o o o o o – – – o

Knowledge

annotation

and history

management

o o – o – – – – – o

Utilizing past

team and

project structure

– Predefined

template

– – – – – – – Reuse of past

project and

team structure

Activity

management

and

coordination

Activity

monitoring

Gantt

Chart

and

Milestones

Progress

tracker, and

milestones

Task status,

due date

and

milestones

Activity

status

and

summary

– – – – – Activity

progress, due

date, and

milestones

To-do list – o Generated

by system

o Generated

by system

– o Written

by user

o Written

by user

– – – o Generated

by system

Team Schedule o o o o
(Availability

of other

members)

o o – – – o (Milestone,

team calendar)

Coordination

of activities

Structured

Message

– – – – Simple task

assigning

message

– – – Structured

message

Context support Explicit context

model

– – – Team member

awareness

– – Organizational

context

Workflow

context

Task

context

Knowledge

context (KC-V)

Context-based

knowledge

searching

– – – – – – Organization

context

Workflow

context

Task

model

and

content

model

Knowledge

context (KC-V)

Navigation

based on

context

User, folder,

date, and

MIME type

User, folder

and date

User, folder

and date

User, folder

and date

User, folder

and date

User, folder

and date

– – – Knowledge

context (KC-V)
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companies [38,40,44]. This is especially true for

non-routine and knowledge-intensive work, such as

distributed new product development (NPD) or

R&D [14,19,24,42,43,51]. For example, May and

Carter [42] presented a case study of a European

automotive industry where the importance of virtual

collaboration among engineers distributed along an

automotive supply chain is emphasized [43]. Since

the knowledge context can be easily lost and harder

to manage in virtual collaboration, the approach of

this paper for the use of knowledge context is

meaningful in such e-business environments.

Limitations and further research issues remain.

First, the search function for finding projects and

activities with similar context is determined by only

domain values and attributes of activities and projects.

Further research on developing more effective search

methods by context similarity is required, such as

applying the Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) technique

[18,55]. Second, empirical evaluation of KC-V and

VWSS is needed to validate further the practical

usefulness of the approach.

5.2. Conclusion

In this paper, a model of knowledge context, KC-

V, was suggested as a tool for facilitating the

accumulation and utilization of knowledge in virtual

collaborative work. KC-V was designed based on

existing context models and requirements from the

characteristics of virtual collaborative work. Four

benefits of utilizing knowledge context were identi-

fied: (1) evolutionary accumulation of knowledge in

natural alignment with collaborative activities, (2)

supporting the virtual team lifecycle, (3) improved

understanding by rich navigation paths, and (4)

searching for knowledge with similar contexts. In

order to realize the benefits of KC-V, a web-based

collaboration system called VWSS was developed

based on a virtual workspace model that extends

KC-V.

VWSS has been successfully used for virtual

projects and classroom collaboration at a university.

Although further research issues remain for refine-

ment, it is expected that the approach of KC-V and

VWSS can be beneficial for virtual collaboration in e-

business environments with non-routine and knowl-

edge-intensive work.
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